This is a compendium of indefinite and definite integrals of products of the Exponential Integral with elementary or transcend..,ntal functions. A substantial portion of the results are new.
Introduction
Integrals of the exponential integral occur in a wide variety of applications. Examples of appli cations can be cited from diffusion theory [12] , I transport problems [12] , th e study of the radiative equilibrium of stellar atmospheres [9] , and in the evaluation of exchange integrals occurring in quantum mechanics [11] . This paper is an attempt to give an up·to·date exhaustive tabulation of such integrals.
All formulas for indefinite integrals in section 4 were deriv e d from integration by parts and checked by differentiation of the resulting expressions. The formulas given in [1 , 4 ,5,6,7, 10, 14, and 15] have all been checked and included, with the omission of trivial duplications. Additional formulas were obtained either from the various integral represe ntations, from the hypergeometric series for the exponential integrals, from multiple integrals involving elementary functions, from the existing literature [2,3, 12 , and 13] , or by specialization of parameters of integrals over con· fluent hypergeometric functions [4] and [6] .
Throughout this paper, we have adhered to the notations used in the NBS Handbook [8] and we have also assumed the reader's familiarity with the properties of the exponential integral. In addition, the reader should also attend to the following conventions:
(i) The integration constants have been omitted for the indefinite integrals;
(ii) the parameters a, h, and c are real and positive except where otherwise stated;
(iii) unless otherwise specified, the parameters nand k represent the integers 0 , 1, 2 . . . , whereas the parame ters p, q, and p. and lJ may be nonintegral;
(iv) the integration symbol + denotes a Cauchy principal value;
(v) x, y, and t represent real variables. 
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Integrals of the Exponential Integral With Other Functions

Combination of Exponential Integral With Powers
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.4. Combination of Exponential Integral With Logarithms and Powers
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Combination of Exponential Integral With Logadthms, Exponentials, and Powers
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Combination of Two Exponential Integrals
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